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Congratulations to Duke LeBrock, this weeks 
winner .of the prestegious OP Bowling Pulitzer. 
GUIDEUNES 
The weekly deadline for submissions is 
Wednesday for publication the following 
Wednesday. Letters to the Editor, vacant sec-
tions, and "time-sensitive" articles (weekend 
news, sports, and cultural reviews) will be 
accepted until Saturday noon and can be sub-
mitted to the editor at othereditor@yahoo.ca 
All other submissions should be forward-
ed to the appropriate section editor. Please 
include your name, phone number/ email 
address, and word count, and submit via 
email as an MS Word.doc attachment to the 
attention of the appropriate editor. 
The Other Press is run by a collective, 
which means all decisions are reached via a 
democratic voting process. Membership in 
the voting collective is open to any person 
who has contributed to at least two of three 
consecutive issues. Those interested in join-
ing the Other Press collective should contact 
the editor at othereditor@yahoo.ca 
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THE OP MUSIC CHARTS - Otherwise known as. .. 
What we listened to during the creation of this issue: 
The Decemberists-Picaresque 
Beck-Guero 
Spirit Of The West-Tripping Up The Stairs 
Death Cab For Cutie-Transatlanticism 
Heavy Trash-Self Titled 
Take the distance and online learning option 
from Thompson Rivers University (TRU). 
Register now- TRU offers over 400 distance 
courses to help you complete your program or 
to turn your diploma into a TRU degree. 
·················~············ tru.ca/ openlearning 
1.866.282.2268 
THOMPSON RIVERS 9 UNIVERSITY 
Distance & Online Learning from BC's New Provincial University 
your ghost will ask my ghost, 'Where is the 
your ghost will ask my ghost, 'Who here is in line 
your ghost will ask my ghost, 'Where is the 
your ghost will ask my ghost, 'Who put these 
between us?"' 
.---u.n.Lu-.. "Calculation Theme" 
Ok, you're going to have to work with me ·on this _ 
LETTITOR 
week's Lett:itor. Hang tough, keep reading, and like the rap-
_ per Common says, "One day, it'll all make sense." 
Have you ever crossed the boundaries between your 
skin and someone else's skin, momentarily feeling a blend-
ing of energies complete with knowledge of another's 
past, present, and maybe even future? 
I'm not talking about doing hallucinogens here; drugs 
are cheating. I'm also not talking about Mother's Nature's 
opiate, the orgasm, either. I'm talking about a rarified 
blending with another human that somehow momentarily 
wipes away all your preconceptions and replaces them with 
information strange and information exotic, like when 
you're in a dream and somehow know everything that's 
going on in the whole dream, even though you're only 
privy to the small segment of the dream that you can actu-
ally see. 
I'm talking about the shared spaces vf species when 
they forget about traffic and jobs and errands and all the 
trappings of a civilized mind. 
"The wise man is a Buddhist,in hard times, a 
Confucian in good rimesr and a Taoist in the moments that 
occasionally arise between." 
-Some Wise Person [paraphrased] 
A quick Eastern Philosophy / World religion primer: 
1. Buddhism-Buddha preached that existence was a 
continuing cycle of death and rebirth. Each person's posi-
tion and well being in life is determined by his or her 
behavior in previous lives. Buddha also taught that as long 
as individuals remain within the cycle of death and rebirth, 
they can never be completely free from pain and suffering. 
Buddha said people could break out of the cycle of suffer-
ing by elimipating any attachment to worldly things. 
2. Confucianism-A social philosophy developed circa 
500 BC in China. According to Confucianism, people can 
live a good life only in a well-disciplined society that stress-
es attention to ceremony, duty, morality, and public service. 
3. Taoism- The Taoist ideal, on the other hand, is a per-
son who avoids conventional social obligations and leads a 
simple, spontaneous, and meditative life close to nature. 
What does this little comparative primer, coupled with 
the above quote, have to do with life here at Douglas 
3 
College? Well, nothing, really, and everything Gvddamrnit. 
More than simply picking a philosophy and sticking to 
it come hell or high water, a life well lived is a life engaged. 
And to engage, it sure helps if you're able to adapt. Life 
doesn't stop. It's a cavalcade of close misses, targets set 
and surpassed, and often, complete and utter chaos. Being 
malleable allows you room to move, or, more specifically, 
new possibilities to move into. Life is change, and change 
is hard. 
"I spent every cent I had on booze and women, mil-
lions in all. The rest ... well, the rest I squandered." 
-Soccer star and notorious lush, George Best 
And then there's the Dennis Leary. side of the equa-
tion: "Life is tough, get a fucking helmet." Which brings 
me to the x-factor .. By its very definition, life's variable is 
unknown and different for each and every person. Maybe 
the farm life is what you really crave. Maybe you love the 
buzz and 24-hour stimuli of a big city. Whether you're a 
homebody, a homey, neither, or both, it doesn't really mat-
ter. 
''All we are is dust in the wind." 
-Steve Walsh (of the band Kansas) 
There are eight million stories out there in the city, and 
believe it or not, you're one of them. So am I. So is the 
16-year~old crying in a bathroom while reading the direc-
tions on a home pregnancy test. So is the fiance running 
errands for the big day, the guy in the glasses biding his 
time in the park, and the girl with the lisp who never says 
"Thanks," but not for the reasons you'd suspect. There are 
drivers and winners, los~es that crush and symbolic ges-
tures that lift. For every crash, a phoenix. For every 
phoenix, a fall. For every Confucian, three Buddhists, two 
Taoists, and a Steve Walsh in a pear tree who doesn't give a 
flying fig so long as he:s mulleted and adored. 
But the Other Press cares. We do. So you should read 
it. I mean, unless you're reading this online at 
www.theotherpress.ca, you're already holding it in your 
hands anyway, so go ahead and turn the page. The stories 
are all there waiting for you, and you just never know what 
you're going to find lurking inside these pages . 
-Colin Miley, Managing Editor 
·TOll BRIDGE OF .CONTENTS 
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Black Studonts Still Undarraprasantad at University 
St. F -X's Black Studant Advisor 
MeghannJack, The Xaverian Weekly 
ANTIGONISl-:1, N.S. (CUP)-February is African 
Heritage Month in Nova Scotia and St. F-X is celebcating 
the history and contributions, as well as the commemora-
tion of the resilience and determination of people of 
African descent. 
''African history is Canadian history-and world histo-
ry," said Dr. Agnes Calliste, Sr. F-X's black student advisor. 
"Students, in this global economy, multi-racial, multi-cul-
tural society, need to know more [about African history 
and heritage] because they're not going to work in a 
cocoon afterwards." 
St.F-X has been celebrating African He~tage Month 
since 1988, however, Calliste feels that African Canadians 
are still underrepresented in the university. 
''We have to make a greater effort," said Calliste. ''We 
need to do more to recruit them, we need more students, 
and other than to play athletics. They [black students] tend 
to be stereotyped as athletes." 
Calliste also emphasized the importance of retention. 
''When they are here, we must provide the support system 
that they need to be successful." 
Presently, Calliste works on a budget of $1,000 a year 
for supplies, and receives no money for programming. She 
feels more support from faculty, campus, and administra-
tion is necessary in promoting African Heritage Month. 
"Faculty and Administration have to set the example," 
she said. 
Rony Appolon, president of the Brothers and Sisters 
of the African Diaspora Society said African Heritage 
month is about awareness. 
"Its goal is to not only educate, but also to make peo-
ple aware of what black people stand for. It serves to 
show appreciation for all those who have paved the way 
for black people through the struggles from the upbring-
ing of being the minority," he said. 
"This is our time to pay tribute and appreciate. This 
also gives black people a time tq remember where they 
have come from and what they have overcome, what they 
are capable of and who they are, no matter what the oth-
ers may say or think," Appolon added. 
Professor Michelle Williams, Director of the 
Indigenous Blacks and Mi'kmaq Initiative (IBM) at the 
Dalhousie University Law program, was invited to speak as 
part of the month long events. Her lecture focused on 
''African Nova Scotian Resistance: Justice in Action." 
As director of the IBM initiative, Williams helps 
"increase the representation of black and aboriginal 
lawyers in an effort to reduce systemic and structural 
Epoching on Our Tarritory 
JJ McCullough, Investigative Reporter. 
This week Rob Walsh asks ''What's the deal with the Epoch 
Times newspaper? They have a box outside of campus, but 
I see it all over the place. It seems really amateurishly writ-
ten as well. Is it another student newspaper? And what or 
where is "Epoch?" 
Though the Other Press holds a monopoly as far as on-
campus newspapers are concerned, Rob is right to note 
that The Epoch Times appears to be trying to muscle in on 
our territory with a distribution box right beside ours at 
the entrance to the New West campus. They also distribute 
at SFU, UBC, and many other colleges, community centers, 
and libraries around the lower mainland. So what are they? 
Well, they're certainly not a student newspaper. They're not 
even a BC newspaper. According to their offipal website 
(www.epochtimes.com), the paper is dctually headquartered 
out of New York and publishes in six countries, including 
Canada. 
The Epoch Times was founded by Chinese ex-pats, most 
discrimination." 
"The existences, contributions, and successes of 
African Nova Scotians have been minimized, sometin 
even erased in our educational systems, media-any 
you can think of," Williams expl~ed. 
"It's critical to take the time to specifically look a 
celebrate them, even if it's only for a month," she ad , 
The program, which began in 1989, helps bring 
African Canadian and Aboriginal perspectives into 
and encourages scholarship and research for those ffil 
ty groups. Since its initiation, there have been 90 law 
uates. · 
"Presumably, if you increase their [Aboriginal an 
African Canadian peoples] involvement across the ju~ 
systems, you're more likely to end up with a system tl 
has no racism as part of it," Wiliams said. 
Williams discussed how the law has been both a t 
perpetuate racism and white privilege and a tool to re 
it. 
"African Nova Scotians have always faced racism 
injustice, and have always resisted it. Thereby they ha 
always been in the process of creating or accepting j 
tice," Williams said. 
Williams also stressed that everyone can be an ad, 
for justice in their own life and own way. 
"The fact of resistance is in fact itself creating ju! 
There is merit in the process, merit in the struggle-] 
never know how powerful your small action can b~­
ripple effect it. may have," she said. 
"She left some words of wisdom that even thougl 
are faced with obstacles, we should not let it stop us J 
becoming who we want to become and not who socii 
thinks we are going to become," said Appolon. 
"I'm pleased," continued Calliste who thought Wi 
would be a good role model. "She'll definitely be bad 
"The reality is we're here to stay. We're rooted het 
won't be pulled up," she said. 
of whom were anti-Communist political dissidents. T 
paper thus prides itself on presenting "uncensored cc 
age of events in China" to Chinese migrant commun 
around the world. As a result, if you read the Epoch 1 
you'll often find they devote considerable column spa 
venomously denouncing the Chinese government anc 
expressing solidarity with various oppressed Chinese 1 
gious movements, like the Falun Gong. It's thus very 
an activist sort of newspaper, though they do a lot of 
mundane reporting on local events as well. 
What exactly the "Epoch" in their name refers to 
remains a mystery, however. 
Got a question that needs to be investigated? Email 
warl_mamu@yahoo.com 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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What a Succassl But What a Disappointmantl 
Chris Sleightholme, DSU Pride Collective Volunteer 
What a success! 
After initial reservation about organizing a queer-friendly 
event amidst the rise of homophobia in the students' 
union building, the Queer Social held on Wednesday 
January 25, 2006 was on all accounts a success. I would like 
to thank all of the fabulous and supportive students who 
stopped by (pr lunch and conversation, and for those of 
you who were unable to attend, I hope to see you out dur-
ing the Pink Triangle week festivities we've organized from 
February 13 to 17 at the New Westminster Campus. 
But what a disappointment! 
On Tuesday January 24, 2006, I walked through the con-
course and realized that our banner promoting the queer 
social had been taken down. After speaking with security 
and facilities services, it became clear that neither had 
taken it down. In fact, it looked like someone had decided 
to tear it down when no one was looking, between 4 and 
6pm. 
Imagine my surprise (okay, I wasn't really surprised) to 
find out that most of the Queer Social posters had been 
Apply now! 
removed from campus bulletin boards, and from parts of 
the students' union building. Coincidence? I think not, and 
my article about homophobia in the SUB hadn't even been 
printed yet. I found this to be another disappointment in 
my short time volunteering with the Pride Collective. Why 
am I disappointed, you may ask? As far as I'm concerned, 
this was yet another cowardly attempt to undermine one of 
the many queer-positive events that the Pride Collective 
has organized. Why are these people so afraid? It's sad, 
really, be_cause they don't understand that their actions are 
threatening their future. What kind of a life could one lead 
if found guilty of committing a hate crime? 
To those of you who continue to erase all signs of queer 
life on campus, I challenge you to revisit your misconcep-
tions about the Queer Community. I am hereby extending 
an open invi~tion to all of you to stop by the Pride 
Resource Centre and learn about what it means to be queer 
and how you can support the queer community, without 
fear of being labeled as a "fag" by your less courageous 
friends. Remember, many homophobes are actually closet 
fags who are scared of facing who they really 
are. There's nothing to fear, my darlings, and 
everything to celebrate. But if you continue 
to vandalize, harass, and intimidate queers at 
Douglas College, you'll be facing serious 
repercussions. Don't fool yourself into 
believing that your actions have gone unno-
ticed, and don't think for a minute that you 
won't face criminal charges for your contin-
ued infractions. 
If anyone sees these actions taking place 
around campus or in the SUB, I ask you to contact me at 
the Pride Resource Centre at 604.527.5474 or 
prideppl@gmail.com. It's time we put an end to hate and 
make the SUB and Douglas College a safer place for 
queers. 
Celebrate Pink Triangle Week, February 13-17,2006 
In 1979, ~e Canadian Lesbian and Gay Rights 
Coalition (CLGRC) held its annual conference in Ottawa 
to celebrate the first major legal victory for the Canadian 
lesbian and gay rights movement. That victory was the 
acquittal of the officers of Pink Triangle Press, who had 
been charged with obscenity for the publication of an arti~ 
cle dealing with child sexuality. Since the court's decision 
had been handed down on February 14, the CLGRC 
decided to declare that day as an annual gay holiday. 
Pink Triangle Day is not meant to replace Valentine's 
Day, but to celebrate the queer community's victories, and 
the existence, strength and beauty of love, including gay 
love. The DSU Pride Collective has organized events for 
the 27th anniversary of Pink Triangle Day to educate the 
Douglas College community about queer issues and make 
Douglas College a "positive space". for lesbian, gay, bisexu-
al, transgendered, questioning, and allied students. We all 
encourage you to participate, take a role in celebrating the 
queer community at Douglas College, and have some fun 
before your midterms! 
Please read more about the DSU Pride Collectivl}--including 
their Open House hours and upcoming events--in this weeks Events 
Calendar. 
Black History Month Datalina 
"Freedom is not something that anybody can be given; freedom is something people take and people are 
as free as they want to be." 
--James Baldwin, 20th-century author 
--February 21, 1965: Black leader, Malcolm X, is assassinated in New York City. Towards the end of his 
life he concluded that the struggles of people around the world were not divided on the basis of race or 
nationality, but on the basis of '"us' and 'them'; 'haves' and 'have-nots'; 'oppressors' and the 'oppressed.'" 
He is commemorated today as a fighter for justice and freedom, and is considered one of the "Great 
Voices" of the 20th century. 
--February 10, 1955: 
Over 60,000 black residents are forcibly evicted from their homes in Sophiatown under the Apartheid 
system in South Africa. Mass resistance was organized to counter the racist decision, and was prolonged 
for more than a year with the help of movement backers like Nelson Mandela and other leaders from the 
National African Congress. ' 
-February 15, 1962: 
Application for <;~dmission to USC St,1mmer 
~ssion 2.006 (M~y - August) &Jnd Winl@t 
Session 2006 (Se-ptember- ApriJ) closes 
The film "To Kill A Mockingbird" premieres in the United States, adapted from the internationally 
renowned novel written by Harper Lee about the racial segregation of the Southern United States. Both 
the book and film receive several awards and are considered classics in American literature and film. 
February 28, 2006. rv: <), 
www.wdcome.u:bc.ca/appfy.dm 
www.ubc..ca/okanag;anlpmspedive/apply.dn1it to 
" r{ l!li: 
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Thirty Yaars in Jail; 500 Yaars of lnjustica 
Indigenous Activist Leonard Peltier Passes Through 30th Year in Prison 
Aaron M ercredi, OP Contributor 
February 6, 2006, marks 30 years of unjust imprisonment 
for Leonard Peltier. Today, as in 1976, Peltier remains a 
political prisoner jailed through the joint action of the gov-
ernments of the US and Canada in an international war 
waged against Indigenous nations in North America. 
Indigenous communities across the continent joined with 
social justice activists over the weekend in marches and ral-
lies celebrating Peltier's perseverance and raising attention 
to the fact that his case is not yet closed. 
In a recent statement made from his prison cell in 
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, Peltier said, "As I approach the 
end of my 30th year deprived of freedom, I write to you 
from the United States Penitentiary . .. after a grueling trans-
fer odyssey that put me in solitary confinement for six 
weeks." The statement reads, "I am here to appease a 
vengeful government agency that came into my land to 
back a puppet governmet?.t that was betraying the Lakota 
nation in the most despicable way, giving away our land, 
murdering, and torturing our people." 
In the 1970's, the Oglala Lakota nation on the Pine 
Ridge Reservation in North Dakota was ruled by a "cli-
mate of fear." The FBI backed "Goon Squads" maintained 
corrupt rule on Pine Ridge through a reign of terror 
against the Lakota people. Based on US government 
reports, this included over 60 unsolved and unresolved 
murders of Oglala Lakota men and women between 1973 
and 1976. On top of this campaign, the Pine Ridge Lakota 
suffered the lowest life expectancy rate and the lowest per 
capita income in the United States. 
In this atmosphere of fear and oppression, the elders 
of Pine Ridge asked members of the Indigenous activist 
group, the American Indian Movement (AIM) to come 
support the Lakota in their struggle. In response to this 
call, hundreds of young Indigenous people from across the 
US and Canada traveled to Pine Ridge to form the front 
lines of the struggle for Indigenous self-determination in 
the US. One of these young warriors was Leonard Peltier. 
On June 26 1975, two FBI agents sped into the Pine 
Ridge climate of fear in an unmarked car with guns drawn. 
In the subsequent shoot-out between the terrorized 
Indigenous people on the reservation and the FBI agents, 
both of the agents were killed. In the FBI siege that 
ensued, one Indigenous man, Joe Stuntz, was shot dead by 
a sniper. While his murder was never investigated, the FBI 
began the most extensive "man hunt" in US history, comb-
ing the continent for-the AIM members fingered for the 
deaths of the agents. 
AIM organizers Dino Butler and Bob Robideau were 
captured and stood trial for murder while Leonard Peltier 
fled to Canada, convinced that he would never stand a fair 
trial -in the US. Even in the highly racist climate of South 
D akota, Butler and Robideau were both found "not guilty" 
for the shooting because the jury found that they were act-
ing in self-defense, and there was no evidence pinning 
them to the "fatal shots." Determined to knock down AIM 
and the rising movement for Indigenous self determina-
tion, the FBI turned their attention to Peltier. 
On February 6 1976, Peltier was arrested in Alberta and 
faced an extradition hearing in Vancouver, BC. 
The Attorney General of Canada found that, ''After 
considering all the evidence that is before me that [Mr. 
Peltier's charges were not] offences of a political character. 
Nor has it been established that the proceedings in ques-
tion are being taken with a view to try or punish Mr. 
Peltier for an offence of a political character." 
"It took the corruption of two countries--Canada and 
the US--to obtain my extradition, conviction, and impris-
onment," explained Peltier in his February 2006 statement. 
He was extradited on select evidence manufactured by 
the FBI, stood trial in South Dakota on select evidence, 
and was convicted of the murder of both agents on select 
evidence manufactured by the FBI. No reasonable evi-
dence was presented tying Peltier to the fatal shootings. To 
this day, the FBI is still refusing to cooperate in Freedom 
of Information Act claims by Peltier's legal defense team, 
and is withholding an unknown amount of documents. 
While students and young people today are growing up 
generations apart from Peltier and his time on the Pine 
Ridge Reservation, the injustice continues today as the 
Indigenous leader sits in a US prison cell. Peltier himself 
argues that it is more important now than ever before to 
stand up for justice. 
''The US government keeps getting more oppressive 
and tyrannical. Everybody's rights are being eroded and 
innocent people are dying all over the world in the name of 
'democracy and freedom,"' he wrote in February, referenc-
ing US war crimes abroad. 
His advice to those outside of prison is, "Stay true, 
work in unity, confront the traitors, don't be afraid, and 
don't let our struggle die." 
For more information on the case of Leonard Peltier, 
ch<:ck out: 
The Leonard Peltier Defense Committee website at: 
www.freepeltier.org 
Silence, they say, is the voice of complicity. 
But silence is impossible. 
Silence screams. 
Silence is a message, 
just -as doing nothing is an act. 
Let who you are ring out & resonate 
in every word & every deed. 
Yes, become who you are. 
There's no sidestepping your own being 
or your own responsibility. 
What you do is who you are. 
You are your own comeuppance. 
You become your own message. 
You are the message. 
In the Spirit of CrarJ Horse, 
Leonard Peltier 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------
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Saa changa in anvironmantal undarsta ' · 
Science Matters 
Learning science from President Bush 
David Suzuki 
With a new conservative prime minister in office, there's 
been plenty of talk about how much Stephen Harper will 
try to emulate American_:-style policies. We can only hope 
he doesn't follow the Bush administration's confused and 
confusing take on science. 
Most people are probably aware of the official 
American government position on climate change, which 
has ranged from it isn't happening, to it may be happening 
but it has nothing to do with people, to, okay, maybe it is 
happening, but there's nothing we can really do about it. 
American diplomats even walked out of talks during the 
December climate negotiations in Montreal because they 
simply were not prepared to discuss any plans that would 
call for future reductions of heat-trapping emissions. 
Meanwhile, the prime minister of the country Mr. Bush 
calls ''America's closest ally," Britain, recently wrote in the 
foreword to the new report, Avoiding Dangerous Climate 
Change, that "the risks of climate change may well be ... 
greater than we thought." Mr. Blair called the current 
growth in greenhouse emissions "unsustainable," and 
noted: '~ction now can help avert the worst effects of cli-
mate change. With foresight such action can be taken with-
out disturbing our way of life." , 
But back in the United States, the top climate scientist 
at NASA has accused the Bush administration of trying to 
silence him. James Hansen says that after he gave a lecture 
promoting the necessity of reducing heat-trapping green-
house emissions, the public affairs headquarters at NASA 
in Washington, D.C. ordered a review of all his upcoming 
lectures, papers, Internet postings, and interview requests. 
Dr. Hansen told the New York Times that nothing in his 30 
years with NASA compares to the scrutiny he now faces in 
his daily activities. , 
And he's not the only scientist to complain about the 
Bush administration's unofficial policies of censorship. The 
Union of Concerned Scientists has gathered a list of more 
than 8,000 researchers asking the White House to stop 
politicizing their disciplines. A preface to the list claims 
that: '~cross a broad range of issues--from childhood 
lead poisoning and mercury emissions to climate change, 
reproductive health, and nuclear weapons--political 
appointees have distorted and censored scientific findings 
that contradict established policies." 
Science should not be a partisan issue. In fact, perhaps 
the best criticism of the American government's politiciza-
tion of science comes from Republican Representative 
Sherwood Boehlert, who is also Chair of the House 
Science Committee. In a letter to NASA administration, he 
condemned Dr. Hansen's censorship, writing: "Political fig-
ures ought to be reviewing their public statements to make 
sure they are consistent with th:e best available science. 
Scientists should not be reviewing their statements to make 
sure they are consistent with the current political ortho-
doxy." 
I could not agree more. I obtained my PhD from the 
University of Chicago in 1961 and shudder to think of 
what would have happened to my emerging discipline of 
genetics had the government of the time deemed that it 
did not conform to established policy. It's ironic that the 
current government of a country that prides itself on 
innovation and the quality of its research should be trying 
to censor the same people responsible for America's con-
tinued technological and scientific success. 
Not all of Mr. Bush's actions on science are off base. 
In his recent State of the Union address, he committed to 
a doubling of federal funds for basic scientific research. At 
a time when more and more research funds are dedicated 
to applied research, usually with some kind of industrial 
application, it's refreshing to see an emphasis on the basics 
that form the backbone of scientific knowledge. 
Perhaps Mr. Bush's recent annoUilcement signals a 
change of tune. But unless we see a radical shift, the best 
advice I can give Mr. Harper is that if he hopes to learn 
anything from Mr. Bush's scientific record, it's what not to 
do. 
Businass As Usual With tha Naw PM 
JJ McCullough, OP Columnist 
Who exactly is Stephen Harper? Ever since he became 
leader of the Alliance Party back in 2002, this question 
has been asked endlessly by all manner of pundits, 
politicians, authors, and journalists. Is he a moderate? 
An evangelical rightist? A Tory traditionalist? A Reform 
populist? The man is now prime minister, yet if his first 
week in office is any indication, these questions remain 
as unclear as ever. 
Far from providing a coherent picture of his admin-
istration's prospective vision of Canada, the days since 
the dection of January 23 have provided Canadians 
with an odd miss-mash of conflicting policies and dec-
larations from the new Harper regime, none of which 
add up to anything worth getting particularly excited 
about. Especially if you are a small-c conservative. 
Consider the realm of foreign policy, for example. 
The Conservatives were supposed to bring a much-
needed breath of fresh air to US-Canadian relations 
once in power, yet one of Harper's first acts as Prime 
Minister-designate was to launch into a sanctimonious 
tirade 'against US violations of Canada's famed "arctic 
sovereignty." In a line that sounded like it could have 
been lifted from one of Carolyn Parish's speeches, 
Harper dramatically stated at his first post-election press 
conference that "it is the Canadian people we get our 
mandate from, not the ambassador of the United 
States." 
Now bear in mind, no reporters had even asked the 
PM about his opinions on the American ambassador in 
the first place. Harper just felt the need to spontaneous-
ly declare all this on his own. What's more, the ambassa-
dor himself had never said anything even remotely 
resembling claims that he believed the Canadian govern-
ment was somehow indebted to his will. At best, he had 
just mused openly that the United States-and most 
other countries of rdevance--<lo not recognize the 
grand claims of northern jurisdiction that the Canadian 
government tends to make from time to time. 
So, to summarize: by evoking the vague cause of 
arctic sover!!ignty, Harper essentially manufactured a 
phony crisis, attributed a phony opinion to the United 
States, answered a phony question about it, and then 
launched into phony outrage. If this is the 
Conservatives' idea of embracing a new tone with 
Washington, we may as well have left Pierre Pettigrew in 
charge. 
Then there was last week's cabinet kerfuffle. Not 
only did Harper pack his cabinet with a gang of 
Mulroney-era Progressive Conservatives-the very sort 
Don't Diss Muhammad: 
Fr~a spaach and tha miracle of c•m•••• 
lain Reeve, OP Columnist 
Around these parts, if you happen to release a cartoon 
that causes a moral or spiritual outrage, usually all you 
have to deal with is angry letters to the editor, mean looks 
on the street, or, in the worst case, a letter from the boss 
encouraging you to seek other employment opportunities. 
After the events of this last week, when a series of 
extreme protests occurred to oppose cartoons negatively 
depicting the Muslim prophet Muhammad, members of 
many European publications have been sent running for 
the hills. Beyond the death threats placed on those 
responsible, embassies have been burned to the ground in 
Syria, a dozen people have been killed in Afghanistan, and 
violent outburst has gripped the Muslim world. 
The first issue to address here is the violence. Now 
we've all had people draw pictures of our friends or us 
that we didn't like. Heck, try working in the same office as 
JJ "I'm a big fancy-pants cartoonist" McCullough and see 
how long you can feel good about yourself. The point is, 
when JJ draws comics of me where I'm missing hair or 
wearing a dress, I either laugh it off, hoping if I ignore 
him he'll go away, or I write a strongly worded email 
telling him his conduct is unacceptable. I don't shoot him 
in the kneecaps and burn down his house. 
I don't care how offended you are, what a person 
depicted you as, or how badly they screwed up the shad-
ing on your upper lip--violence is not a proper response. 
All violence does in this situation is perpetuate the kind of 
negative stereotyping and marginalizing that led to these 
cartoons in the first place. Thankfully, most Muslims are 
distancing themselves from the violence and most leaders 
are calling for calm. The violence is mostly being perpetu-
ated by extremists and, some surmise, the governments of 
Syria and Iran. 
There is valid pretense for outrage here, though. The 
difference between my example of mean people making 
nasty doodles of me, and breaking a precious religious law 
by lampoop.ing the primary religious symbol of millions is 
pretty vast. There are many appeals being made by "ad o-
cates" of free speech, saying that we cannot allow the 
moral o~trage of a small section of the world's populi~ 
tion to stop us from expressing ourselves. Don't get me 
wrong---'-I enjoy my little spot of free public expression as 
much as the next guy. Our democratic society is essentially 
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of politicians he has spent most of his career fighting 
against-he also took the thoroughly absurd measure of 
appointing a Liberal member of parliament as his new 
Minister of Trade and an unelected campaign staffer as 
Minister of Public Works. 
Now, a case can be made for appointing cabinet 
ministers from outside the legislature-a strong case in 
fact-but Harper chose to not even attempt to make 
that case, instead appointing his buddy to the senate to 
give some cloak of legality to the move. Needless to say, 
considering the Prime Minister's previous statements on 
senate reform, this compromise pleased no one. 
There is still a lot to praise about Harper's cabinet-
it's reduced size, among other things-but apparently 
the need to get Liberals and Montrealers into govern-
ment was worth sacrificing any hope of positive conser-
vative coverage. 
Prime Minister Harper has always been portrayed as 
this cold, analytical policy wonk who, although often 
dull and impersonal, was at the very least supposed to 
have been one of the most intellectuallY. vigorous 
Canadian politicians in decades. Yet now the man of 
supposedly incorruptible moral clarity and conservative 
vision is already emerging as Canada's foremost pragma-
tist-in-chief, trying to simultaneously appease the mod-
erates, the old-guard Ontario Tory elite, Quebec, the 
media, anti-Americans, the cities that didn't vote for 
him, and, apparently, now the Liberals as well. He is 
being pulled in a million different ~ections by a million 
different groups, and Harper seems keen to do what he 
can to appease them all. 
useless without this and other freedoms that allow for the 
useful exchange of ideas. But, like Spider Man always says, 
with great power comes great responsibility. 
Countries like ours and the European countries run-
ning these cartoons are lucky to have such liberal institu-
tions in place. They allow us the ability to both express 
ourselves intellectually and tell dirty jokes in mixed com-
pany (cover grandma's ears!). But, in our smug sense of 
superiority, we tend to forget that just because we can use 
these rights to their utmost, it does not mean we should. 
Allow me to demonstrate. I have the right to purchase 
and own property. Thus, if I was so inclined, I could go 
to the grocery store and buy every single box of delicious 
Buttermilk Eggo Waffles. I can do this, but, because it irri-
tates and inconveniences other fans of the blend of soft-
ness and crispness only these waffles can provide, I prob-
ably shouldn't. I can, with my right to mobility, walk down 
the side~alk at varying speeds in a zigzag pattern, but that 
would piss off other pedestrians. Thus, sure these papers 
can publish offensive, inflammatory cartoons that border 
on hate-speech, but knowing the consequences, they 
probably shouldn't. 
I may have been willing to stand up for these guys if 
their cartoons were saying something significant, enlight-
ening, or even halfway intelligent. They are, however, sim-
ply ignorant, stereotypical drawings better left on rarely 
visited websites. Free speech, yes; ignorant, anger-inducing 
hate-toons, no. That's my free speech fulfillment for this 
week folks, and no one got hurt. 
SidBS: rm Way Blttlr Ill• villi Now 
Brandon Ferguson, Opinions Editor 
very so often, I'm capable of genius. The time my ath-
etic artistry cuded the game-winning goal into the top 
corner .from 30 yards out on the soccer pitch; the time I 
nabbed a bag of chips off a city worker's truck dashboard 
efore offering him one of his own chips; the time I had 
partner salute my friend by name, mid coitus, on a 
unken dare; ever~o often, I'm a freaking genius. 
But never before have I been recognized for my liter-
~ flair. Frankly, I was beginning to think I suck. 
That all changed last week when I was informed that I 
am one of 2005's most gifted poets. 
It was a lazy afternoon in the bowels of Douglas 
College when inspiration struck. Perhaps it was the gener-
al malaise of the everyday, the mundane myopia of our 
being, or the eternal chicken and egg of existentialism; 
maybe it was just bad gyoza. Whatever the cause of those 
deep internal rumblings, the effect was one of 
Shakespearean soliloquy. Out of the depths of despair 
and up through the pond scum slick of self-awareness, a 
poem was born. 
Not normally known for my poetic prowess, it seems 
that inspiration can hit as suddenly as indigestion. But 
rather than acidic bubbles of acrid rhymes, what spewed 
forth was an antacid of imagery to soothe the ulcer of 
our times: "Ducky Life." 
''I am delighted to inform you that your poem, 'Ducky 
Life' has been awarded our prestigious Editor's Choice 
ward because it displays a unique perspective and origi-
nal creativity-judged to be the qualities most found in 
exceptional poetry. Congratulations on your achievement." 
Unique perspective? Original creativity? Exceptional 
poetry? Gosh golly oh my! And you know they mean 
business when they are so meticulous as to judge the very 
qualities by which they judge the poetry. Plus, the good 
folks at poetry.com have offered a litany of ways to get 
the word-my words--out into the public discourse. Of 
course I want my celebrated work to be beautifully typeset 
on a "walnut-ftnish plaque under lucite." The Deluxe 
Hardbound Edition-in which "Ducky Life" will be fea-
tured-would make an impressive addition to any coffee 
table, library, or loo. And surely they were astute to per-
sonally endorse my poem for inclusion on The Sound of 
Poetry CD-where a professional reader will enhance the 
"wonderfully expressive quality" of my masterpiece. 
Sure, it costs a bit of coin to make these testaments 
come true; but I can bankroll that on the back of my now 
burgeoning future. Shee-it son-I'm gonna be rich, bitch! 
Of course, there are nay-sayers. But wasn't Van Gogh 
as magnanimously crazy as he was partially deaf? Wasn't 
Orson Wells called a kook after his War of the Worldr read-
ing? And Sigmund Freud was only ever a cracked up coke 
ftend with his mind in the gutter. All three of them: a 
quack, a quack, and a quack. But they all let the contempt 
and criticism roll off of them like water off a .... 
Oh my, it's hit again! My fingers are twitching; my 
mind's abuzz. All at once I'm being flooded with imagery 
and symmetry, poetry and prose. It's overwhelming, this 
brilliance I posses; almost too much, it seems. But not 
only am I gifted (much more than you, it would seem), I 
am strong. I can harness this power and reign in its ram-
pant ferocity, its poetic curiousity. Easy does it now; one 
word at a time; stay steady, Brando ... here comes the 
gift .... 
"There once was a man named Enis ... " 
Editor's Choice Award 
Presented to 
Br·ando F erguso11 
January 2006 
For Outstanding Achievement in Poetry 
Presented by 
poetry. com and the International Library of Poetry 
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Duc~Ufe 
by Brando Raoul Ferguson 
If my life is so ducky, 
then why am I about to crack? 
If life were just easy, 
I'd sit about and quack. 
Quack, quack, quack. 
Could these thoughts, 
be inspired by greed? 
If it weren't for everyone else, 
it'd all be about me. 
Maybe that's silly, 
or maybe it's just dumb. 
But sometimes life's, 
just a pain in the bum. 
If you want to ftnd me, 
I'll be sitting by the pond. 
When the world's stopped yelling, 
I just might respond. 
Quack, quack, quack. 
Fara at tha Marina Club 
· Brady Ehler, OP Contributor 
I had never been to the Marine club before. 
When I got asked out to the show, I 
thought we were going to the Media Club, 
not the Marine Club. However, after some 
contemplation, I remembered walking past 
an apartment-like building on Homer Street 
a few times. A building that proudly dis-
played the a blue and white sign declaring 
itself the Marine Club, and became happy 
that I would finally get to see what the 
place looks like inside. 
To those of you who haven't been to 
the Marine Club before, imagine this: you 
walk up a lGng flight of stairs, only to find 
yourself face to face with a pair of sealed 
double doors. Fortunately, there is a buzzer 
that summons the attention of a muscle-
bound, tattoo-covered doorman, who will 
open the doors for you. The inside is long 
in length, though only 20 feet or so in 
width, giving it a ship-like ambiance. The 
place kind of reminded me of The Sugar 
Refinery, which used to be on Granville, 
only instead of random crap on the walls, it 
was mostly just life preservers. 
I had no idea what kind of band I 
would be watching, so in that light I can't 
say that I was particularly surprised to ftnd 
an alt-country band, composed primarily of 
musicians in their early 20s ... from 
Coquitlam. As if this wasn't weird enough, 
check this out; the band was fronted by 
identical twin sisters, Courtney and 
Stephanie Fera, and their father Tony Fera 
played bass guitar. The other musicians 
included Matt Rose on electric and steel 
guitars, who sometimes transcended the 
barriers of country music with his plethora 
of pedals and space-like sci-fi effects, and 
Peter Lemon on drums. The quintet blazed 
through a 15-song set without a break and, 
I must say, for an alt-country band, playing 
original material for an hour and a half, I 
was kept relatively entertained. 
Fera's sound diverged quite a bit from 
song to song. Some pieces were straight-up, 
twangy country ditties; there was even a 12 
bar. I liked these least, because they seemed 
a bit contrived and the lyrics, :which stayed 
fairly trite throughout the entire set, 
seemed especially so for these foot stomp-
ing western ballads. Among these, the 
worst was no doubt a song called "I Love 
You, But You're Bugging Me." 
*when we do your student taxes Notavalidcoupon. 
aeditor@ ail. com 
The band did have its virtues, howe 
and if the lyrics were immature, the Fer 
girls' vocal harmonies made up for it an 
more. Both girls sang with strong, conft 
dent voices that intertwined interweaveo 
create a very satisfying driving force to 1 
pel the songs. I found the band was at 1J 
best when they cooled their jets and we 
into the slower songs in their repertoire! 
these seemed the least counttyish. 
All in all, it wasn't exactly my type o 
music, but the musicians were all very 1:2 
ented and they put on a pretty good sh~ 
The lead guitar player was especially 
impressive; I've never seen someone th2 
young bust out such wild western solo" 
skills. 
If you are interested in checking out 
Fera, you can catch them at Rooster's in 
Maple Ridge, on March 10. 
For more information on :Pera, check OHI 
wwwferamHsic.com / imkx.cfm 
Get a coupon for a. free med.ium Domino's Pizza 
with student tax pr~paration.t 
Come in today or call 1-800-HRBLOCK 
H&R BLOCK 
'To qualify, student must pii!Seflt ~ (I) a 12202a ~ 4 or more months of fuH time attendanc:t at a college or university Ming 2005 or Oil a valid h~ school identifkatioo card. Offer and coopon expire June 30, 2006. Coopon valid fu< a medium .-lOpping pizza only at participating H&R Blocl: locations in Canada. 
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I found it on 
teh interweb! 
lain w:'"Reeve, Kid at Heart 
This week's website: 
Livejournal 
lain W. Reeve, Hates Reading White 
Text on Black Backgrounds 
Paper sucks. And pens? Don't even get me 
started. Yes, my friends, when it comes to 
jotting down my personal rants, heart-
breaks, poetry, or any other demasculinat-
ing gibberish, I prefer to put it somewhere 
where it will last forever: the Internet. 
Enter Livejournal (LJ), the favoured online 
diary of a whiney emo kids and vain com-
pliment seekers from all over the world! 
The concept is simple: Livejournal 
allows you to post entries, attach pictures, 
leave web links, and so much more. While 
it may just sound like a lame attempt to 
repackage blogs into a more personalized 
package, Livejournal actually predates the 
blog rage. The main difference? Livejournal 
makes it incredibly easy to make your little 
section of the Internet look presentable 
with idiot-proof aesthetic themes, easy 
photo adding, and an FAQ for the HTML 
challenged. 
Bigmouth Strikes Again: 
Dala naads a maid 
Kevin Lalonde, OP Columnist 
I like cute girls. I especially like cute girls who sing. I hate cute 
girls who sing badly, however, because then I feel guilty for still 
hitting on them. Thus, it goes to follow that cute girls who sing 
well are the pinnacles of awesomeness. 
I'm not saying that Dala, a lovely duo from out East, are the 
bee's knees by any means. Yes, I just said bee's knees. I am saying 
that Sheila and Amanda of Dala have pretty voices though. Very 
pretty. Plus, as far as I can tell from the liner notes of their recent 
release, entitled Angels & Thieves, they're awfully pretty. 
You would think that this immediately makes them totally rad 
bananas. Well, yes and no. Listening to the opening track of the 
album, which is called "20 Something" (which may or may not be 
the number of hair dye colours the two girls attempted through-
out the course of the album's recording,) I immediately think of 
the less memorable girl-fronted mid 90s pop that characterized 
mainstream radio when I was in my teens. 
By track two, "Drive Through Summer," I'm confronted with 
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memories of Sarah Harmer and Sarah McLachlan, minus the 
instrumental variety of Harmer and ... well no, Sarah McLachlan 
is just about right on. 
And so the album goes, largely unmemorable, however filled 
with talented vocal harmonies and skilful guitar progressions. 
When I ·say skilful, I mean they're not bad. That's just about it. 
I have to pause and explain. While I love pop .music, I have a 
hard time analyzing this kind of stuff. To me, quite often, it 
seems boring, uneventful, and not really all that enjoyable. This 
kind of girly-easy-listening-type pop (adult contemporary, or so 
I'm told-Norah Jones and the like-while relatively pleasant, is 
easily ignorable. I can hear it at Starbucks for ten minutes and not 
have a grating desire to leave the building like when I hear Lisa 
Loeb (remember Lisa Loeb? Didn't think so,) or to tear some-
one's head off and pour my piping hot double caramellatte down 
their neck like when I hear Nickelback. I just needed to make that 
distinction. Thank you. 
Now, then, on to the good stuff. Recently Dala performed at 
the Bluebird North Singer Songwriter festival here in Vancouver 
with Joel Plaskett and some other coolies. Go check out Chart 
Attack if you want to hear more about it. I wasn't at the show 
mind you, but I hear that they didn't play any covers. Which is a 
bummer, because the best tracks, or the ones I enjoy the most 
anyway, are covers. Not particularly awesome covers mind you, 
but they're fun. 
For example, ''A Man Needs a Maid" by Neil Young. Lilting, 
wilting, almost even desolate. Very bare. While not an amazing 
track, to be perfectly honest, it's really quite pleasant. As with 
"Love Song" by the Cure. Slow and thoughtful piano accompa-
nies a competent, depressing (as it should be) vocal rendition of a 
classic white-makeup-and-black-leather ballad. It's just too bad 
311 got to it first. 
You know, in retrospect, I've learned something. It's a failing 
that I have to overcome if I'm to be a real music writer. Frankly, I 
just can't be mean to cute girls. That's not to say Angels & Thieves 
would be any less pleasantly ignorable if the band was obese or 
something of that nature, because that's just not fair. This is a 
solid album if you love Liz Phair. If you don't like Liz Phair, well, 
tough. Honestly, don't complain, because it really isn't bad. 
Besides housing untold numbers of 
users from all over the world, LJ has many 
added features to sweeten the deal. First, 
there are communities where any member 
can post to converse about anything from 
Canadian politics to BDSM, romantic fllms 
to famous criminals. The categories cer-
tainly do range from the predictable to the 
esoteric and weird. Secondlr, with relatively 
decent search tools, IJ allows you to track 
down people with similar interests as you 
and say hello. Lastly, what makes LJ far 
superior to what I call "analog journals," is 
the:: fact that other people can read it. Thus 
allowing you to coyly say in your entries 
that you don't want people to read these 
things, knowing that they will; or to post 
pictures of yourself complaining about 
how ugly you are to desperately seek com-
pliments. You shallow jerk. 
Smith & Reeve at the Movies: 
LJ is easy, fun, and full of cool people. 
Those people are hard to find in a sea of 
perverts, art snobs, and attention whores, 
but in the end it is worth it. Besides, I use 
it so it must be decent. Bet you can't find 
me! Please try and find me ... I'm lonely. 
Tho Pink Panthur 
Steph Smith and lain W. Reeve, The Real Killers 
Steve Martin stars in a from-scratch remake of the original classic that 
spa1vned the classic comecfy franchise. Martin plqys Inspector Clouseau, a 
bumbling detective put on the trail of a murderer and thief of the great 
Pink Panther diamond! 
Reeve: 
While many will criticize the thumbs up, thumbs down system of 
film review as being an outdated, detail lacking relic of the 80s, I 
stand by it. It does, however, make it difficult to orient a film that 
I felt was neither amazing nor dismal. The Pink Panther is a clean, 
light-hearted comedy that manages to go into some somewhat 
uncommon comedic territory. It remains, however, quite pre-
dictable overall. 
Peter Sellers is a high-echelon comedic God. Steve Martin is a 
low-level comedic demi-God, not bad. I have enjoyed Steve 
Martin in the past, but he 1\.ad n~ hope of holding up to the 
precedent set by the iate great Sellers. He is funny, the accent is 
grinding at times and not really all that French, but in the end, he 
is funny, charming, and well committed to the part. The side cast 
is decent, including Kevin Kline in a respectable turn as the Chief 
Inspector, and, the man of a million films, Jean Reno as 
Clouseau's partner. Beyonce is typically tinbearable as a *gasp* 
pop star, and has her contractually obligated singing sequence in 
one of the film's more ham-fisted scenes. 
The comedy fills a hole that has been missing for some time, 
the sort of "clean slapstick" of the golden age of Mel Brooks 
and Naked Gun. Nowadays, to get truly funny absurdist slapstick 
you also have to be subjected to all the poo-poo, ka-ka, pee-pee 
jokes you can handle, a-la American Pie, 40 Year Old Virgin, or any-
thing with Rob Schneider. Not that those films are inherently bad, 
but they get a little old. This one manages to have some quirky 
jokes mixed in with some more predictable ones and thus, while 
not measuring up to the classic film, is a decent way to spend an 
evening if you want a laugh. Narrow thumbs up. 
Smith: 
I'll begin this by saying that I was never a fan of The Pink Panther. 
The films bored me rather spectacularly, and the cartoon made 
Continued on Pg 13 
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me want to gouge out my own 
eyeballs. Hey, it seemed a more 
productive and less annoying way 
to spend the afternoon. So, imag-
ine my joy when Mr. lain W Reeve 
says to me, ''We got four free 
passes to see The Pink Pantherl 
YAY! Let's go!" Oh, wait. Did I 
say joy? I meant that vomity feel-
ing you get in your stomach, like 
when you eat too much old meat 
and cheese. 
So, the night came around and 
lain and I hopped on the Number 
1 0 bus that runs down Hastings. 
On the way, I tried to calm myself 
and just try and get through the 
impending film. Like anyone in a 
sense of dread, I told stupid jokes. 
Did you know that the Liberty 
Market has a sign that says "Food 
Smokes Corn?" Yep. 
Interesting ... anyway, we got off 
the bus and walked up to 
Tinseltown on the edge of 
Cracktown. We got into the the-
atre and got our seats. 
Now, you know how some-
times you dread something hap-
pening, and when it happens it's 
not as bad as you thought it would 
be? You're relieved. That's great 
when that happens, eh? This was 
not one of those times. Steve 
Martin was annoying as Inspector 
Clouseau. Beyonce was annoying 
as Xania. Everyone was annoying 
as everyone. Except Clive Owen, 
who made a surprise appearance. 
Oh Clive Owen, you almost made 
it all better. I used to think that 
Clive Owen could save any film, I 
mean, that voice! But no, I was 
wrong. He cannot save any film as 
he did not, could not, save this 
one. 
The story was stupid and pre-
dictable. The humour was slap-
stick and childish. "Ooooh, you 
know what would be really funny? 
A man with a heavy French accent 
trying to pronounce words, but he 
can't!" Uh no. There was one 
scene in which I laughed, and it 
was more at the absurdity of the 
situation than at the actual 
humour of the scene. This is pos-
sibly the most annoying of all The 
Pink Panther films ever made, and 
as I already stated, they were 
annoying beforehand. I award this 
film no points, and may God have 
mercy on its soul. -
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Compassion. Undemanding. Passion. 
Child .a rtd Youth Care profes~nals b ild r~OflShips 
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and their tamilies and l::letieve everyone deserves a cflance to 
- reach his or her full potentiaL 
At tv ocE\•la.r. it's up t~ you. VVe give you the tools to make a 
dlfferenc::e. You docioo nov.• )•ou'rJ Ike to USA then . 
Graduate from acb'l'an with a four-)'ear 1:3achelor o'"' Cht!d and 
ou Care Of9ree - e first of its Kind in~ Alberta. Start at or 
tr2nsfar to Mac[)t.'i:111 and Dr9pa.'tl for advancee chlld '"' d )'O 
c;are f)facl iGe or ~· 1 ry in o 9rac.t ale . rogra·ns. 
\'\te' .._, committed to provimng rea£ edu::atior for a re..."li word 
Think MacEwan. 
Visit www.MacEwan.ca/cyc for details. or call (180) 497-4646. 
Know about 
something? 
Now's your 
chance! 
email: 
othereditor@yahoo.ca 
for more information. 
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Curiously Satisfying 
curi111s Gaorga 
Vince Yim, OP Guy Wearing Yellow Fedora 
While there are those who have oeen blasting Hollywood 
for adapting just about everything and "ruining" it for the 
sake of selling a few more movie tickets, they've come out 
with yet another children's book adaptation. Thankfully, 
they didn't do it live action with a CGI monkey and by 
changing it so the monkey can talk. 
Curious George tells the story of a museum tour guide 
named Ted (the name given to "The Man With The Yellow 
Hat," voiced by Will Farrell,) who goes on an African jun-
gle expedition to retrieve an ancient artifact, but comes 
home with a monkey instead. Given the monkey's tendency 
to get into trouble, this makes things especially difficult for 
our yellow hat-wearing hero. 
Admittedly, the film doesn't break much ground, has a 
vastly over-simplified plot, and somewhat flat characteriza-
tion. Okay, make that reai!J flat characterization. Certain 
characters exist for the sole purpose of moving the plot 
forward, while some are mere archetypes (Drew Barrymore 
is essentially wasted as the love interest Maggie.) Storywise, 
it has all the e~marks of a children's film (and is just as 
predictable), although it manages to avoid saccharine 
sweetness. 
And then there's the product placement. The Dole fruit 
company gets a huge boost during a scene where George 
stows away on a cargo ship and knocks over a stack of 
fruit crates. Incidentally, a lot of bananas at real-life super-
markets will have cross-promotional Curious George stick-
ers on them. 
Still, there is a lot to enjoy in this film, even if you are 
well past the age of the targeted audience. Utilizing tradi-
tional 2D animation, while mixing in modern 3D-charac-
ters, allows the characters to be lifelike without having the 
plastic stiffness of a computer-animated piece. As well, the 
film does have a lot of charm and heart to it, especially 
during the earlier scenes where George's antics in the jun-
gle earns the amusement of the other animals and gets him 
in trouble when the animals' parents come to take them 
home. George's parents, sadly, are nowhere to be seen. 
However, this isn't Babar or Bambi, so we can only guess as 
to what happened to them. 
While kids will mostly get a kick out of tfus film, there 
are one or two moments that will elicit a chuckle for the 
adult that is dragged along by kids. Whether you are in the 
target audience age group or you're just trying to recapture 
your lost youth, Curious George is an enjoyable flim for 
everyone. 
Editorial Cartoon by JJ McCullough 
• thi take? ar o e, 
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Tha Pain Rush 
When physical pail is tha plaa•ra v• •ak 
Hugh MacDonald & Moss Whelan, OP Contributors 
Self-harm or self-injury involves cutting, burning, non-
lethal overdosing, or otherwise inflicting physical damage 
on the self for the purposes of obtaining some form of 
gratification or release. 
Cases of self-injmy are on the rise these days. More 
and more people are admitting to willfully harming them-
selves in order to cope with today's high-pressure world. 
People of all ages and both genders can be inclined to 
self-injure, but the practice is most popular among young 
women. High-profile stars like Angelina Jolie and Johnny 
Depp are coming forwards with admissions of their own 
past battles with this behaviour. · 
The Pain ISh is a short documentary that investigates 
the motivations, hazards, and benefits of this oft-over-
looked habit. 
The Pain R11sh consists primarily of talking heads 
expressing contrasting opinions on the subject of self-
harm. The spectrum of interviewees includes active and 
recovering self-injurers, people from the streets, a propo-
nent of self-mutilation, and an expert in recovery. 
The opening visual is a split screen of someone going 
through the routine of cutting and bandaging himself. 
The "cutter" talks about the experience, about why he 
does it, and what it feels like as the expressions of pain 
and pleasure flit across his face. 
Other self-harmers in various stages of recovery show 
their scars and express their points of view concerning the 
practice of self-mutilation. 
Interviews of people on the street get their reaction to 
the concepts of ritually and routinely inflicting physical 
damage on your body to cope with the realities of life. 
Proponents of self-harm believe that, if practiced cor-
rectly, it is a great way to achieve peace and serenity in 
troubled times. Prime examples of this are people who 
choose to dangle from large steel hooks embedded in the 
skin. It is often considered to be a religious or mystical 
experience that facilitates the attainment of higher con-
sciousness. 
The final subject is Mary Graham, one of two co-
founders of S.A.F.E. (Self Abuse Finally Ends) in Canada. 
Once a practitioner herself, Mary now draws from her 
experiences to help others who want to quit. 
In this culture of self-mutilation, where body parts-
such as eyebrows, nipples, foreskins-are augmented, who 
is to say if it is wrong to harm yourself. Who is to say 
what "harm" is. 
There are religious beliefs that disavow the use of 
medicine in favor of prayer. "They shall not make bald-
ness upon their head, neither shall they shave off the cor-
ner of their beard, nor make any cuttings in their 
flesh."-Leviticus 21:5, cited by Bob Marley, and possibly 
leading to his death. 
In sports, athletes will continue to play through an 
injury. Football players and boxers will do themselves 
great damage. In war there seems to be an unending line 
up of young soldiers ready to-die for a cause. 
It has been theorized that when the body is injured, 
the brain releases natural opiates to offset the pain. How 
much of a qualitative difference is there, then, between 
someone who runs so far that their body is in sufficient 
distress and releases these opiates and someone who pur-
posefully damages their body for the same· "fix?" Why do 
we as a society praise the Olympic Athlete, who addictive-
ly abuses their body as a spectacle, and shudder at the 
thought of a solitary person coping with life with a much 
gentler abuse? 
Why is there a line drawn between what is deemed 
acceptable (even sometimes "freakish" is deemed okay) 
and what is not. For example, body suspension causes· 
pain and physical damage to skin, but is merely reviled. 
Self-injurers are often seen as "sick" but exhibit most of 
the same predilections. 
The Reasons Why People Self-Harm 
Many of the people who self-injure do so as a coping 
mechanism to deal with overwhelming emotions arising 
during the course of the day. When questioned as to why 
they do it, self-injurers commonly respond with reasons 
such as: 
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-to run away from feelings 
-to feel the pain on the outside rather than inside 
-to express anger towards self 
-to feel real 
-to get away from stress and responsibility 
Body Modification vs. Self Mutiliation 
One of the major differences between body modifica-
tion and self-mutilation is the intent to display. Alterations 
such as piercings, tattoos, and even scarification and 
branding are done for aesthetic reasons, and the recipients 
of this work often proudly exhibit their artwork. Body 
modification by its very nature is an attention-seeking 
behaviour. 
Self-injurers, on the oth<;r hand, shy away from the 
limelight with the marks on their bodies. More often than 
not, they will choose a private setting for their activity and 
hide the results from others, indicating an internalized 
shame for their actions. However, self-harm in this form 
is not done as a form of punishment or to achieve feel-
ings of atonement as religious self-flagellation does. If 
scars or wounds are ever seen or questioned, a host of 
flippant excuses and lies, such as "I had a fight with a cat," 
or "Don't worry. Because of me they have a warning label 
now," are used tq deflect the _attention. 
Common Myths Surrounding Self-Injury 
Those who self-harm are often accused of having 
underlying motivations driving their actions including sui-
cide, having borderline personality disorder or some other 
mental illness, and trying to get attention or manipulate a 
situation in their favour. In reality, self-injury is a personal 
and usually private expression of emotion, not intended to 
incur life-threatening harm or bring attention to oneself 
and, while there is a psychological foundation to the muti-
lation, self-injury is generally accepted as a behaviour that 
is learned as opposed to being seen as a medical condi-
tion. 
Treatment for Self-Harmers 
Treatments for self-harm run the gamut from dialecti-
cal behaviour therapy, or DBT, which focuses on positive 
reinforcement to effect a change in the mental state of the 
self-injurer, to electro-shock therapy. Some of the less 
conventional and less scientific methods include the closet 
reorganization and hitting pillows to deal with the over-
flow of emotion. Others suggest less mutilating forms of 
pain inducement, such as snapping an elastic band on the 
wrist or squeezing ice-cubes, as a stepping-stone to recov-
ery. 
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Agant Uranga Controvarsy Still Drawing in Naw Brunswick 
Local scillntis~ claims notorious harbicila's usa it CFB Gagetown far from isolated ilcilant 
Dave Johnson, The Argosy (Mount Allison University) 
SACKVITLE, NB (CUP)-On a brief stop in 
Woodstock, NB in early January, Stephen Harper made 
a campaign promise that may prove difficult to follow 
through on. His whirlwind tour of the Maritimes was 
designed to woo voters in this traditionally Liberal 
region to his Tory bandwagon, and at this particular 
stop, Harper was compelled to make the promise that 
people had packed into his campaign office to hear. If 
elected, he said, a Tory government would support the 
compensation claims of those who claim to suffer from 
health problems due to exposure to the notorious her-
bicide Agent Orange at nearby CFB Gagetown. 
The thousand-plus individuals who so far have filed 
for compensation were for the most part with Harper's 
pledge. However, the pledge is apdy ambiguous, hardly 
out of the ordinary for a seasoned politician during an 
election campaign. 
"Our government will stand up for full compensa-
tion," Harper said, "for persons exposed to defoliant 
spraying during the period from 1956 to 1984." 
While this may appear to potentially negate the 
claims of those who say they were exposed to the sub-
stance while it was for decades buried underground on 
the base, or those who claim their suffering originates 
from ground contamination stemming from the spray-
ing, it could potentially sound like inadvertent official 
support for thousands of other claims. 
According to Dr. R.A. Lautenschlager, who worked 
-as a forestry ecologist for decades, the use of Agent 
Orange at CFB Gagetown was far from an isolated inci-
dent in Canada-and, perhaps more controversially, he 
claims the threat of dioxin exposure at Gagetown was 
negligible at best. 
Agent Orange is a SO-SO mixture of what were two 
commonly used herbicides, 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T. It was 
most infamously used during the Vietnam War, when 
the US military sprayed tens of millions of litres over 
millions of hectares of Vietnamese territory. The rea-
son the herbicide-primarily manufactured by 
Monsanto and Dow Chemicals-was used is twofold: 
first, to destroy the jungle which provided cover for 
Vietnamese soldiers; and second, to destroy food crops 
in enemy territory. 
While the success of Agent Orange's military appli-
cation is ques~oned by some today, it did bring a seri-
ously destructive effect. Millions of hectar~s of forest 
were destroyed, much of it old-growth rainforest, which 
is believed will never grow back. As well, the 
Vietnamese claim that since the war, tens of thousands 
of children born--or fetuses aborted-have been seri-
ously deformed as a result of the toxic spraying. 
The most widely recognized problem with Agent 
Orange is the often excessively high levels of TCDD 
dioxin, a contaminant that occurred during the manu-
facture of the 2,4,5-T, which is used in products from 
cosmetics to herbicides. Dioxin is not related to the 
effectiveness of the product; it merely forms during 
manufacturing processes that involve large amounts of 
heat. 
In the summer of 2005, Louise ,Elliott at CBC 
Radio broke the story that during the early 1960s, mili-
tary testing of the new herbicide was undertaken at 
CFB Gagetown. This was followed by a huge uproar, as 
former employees and military personnel who worked 
on the base during this time clamoured for information, 
or to come forward with information about their use of 
and exposure to the chemicals. 
Stories came out about people coming back from 
the test sprayings covered with blisters caused by the 
herbicide. To date, over 1 ,30q claims for compensation 
stem from this incident have been received by the fed-
eral government. 
According to Lautenschager, however, the only 
thing unique about the goings on at CFB Gagetown 
was the use of Agent Orange in a military application. 
"These herbicides were used not only in those tests 
in Gagetown, but all across North America." And the 
applications were broad: The same 50-SO mixture of 
2,4-D and 2,4,5-T "was used for highway right-of-way 
management; it was used to spray highway transmission 
lines; it was used in forestry-before going in to plant a 
new area [foresters] would spray it to "selectively kill" 
undesirable plant growth." 
Indeed, it is claimed that one of the reasons officials 
at the base allowed for Agent Orange testing in the first 
place was that they were using the same chemical 
already used elsewhere to clear brush. 
Individuals working in forestry or highway manage-
ment likely had the most significant exposure to the 
chemicals among Canadians during the 1956-1984 peri-
od Harper has outlined. 
"Folks doing that kind of work would have been 
exposed to much more 2,4,5-T than anyone associated 
with a test spraying at Gagetown," according to 
Lautenschlager. 
In New Brunswick, a province with a huge forestry 
industry that employed tens of. thousands of people 
between 1956 and 1984, the potential ramifications to 
' "standing up" for compensation for all of those 
exposed would be huge. And as well, there would be a 
monstrous opponent. 
The forestry industry-especially in New 
Brunswiqk-holds enormous sway politically, and even 
. culturall}'rProminent companies such as JD Irving 
Corp. are part of conglomerates that are amongst the 
largest employers in the province, and their ownership 
of every ~ajor English Language newspaper in the 
province makes it difficult to publicize such issues. 
JD Irving declines to disclose information on the 
herbicides they have used over the years in their forestry 
management program. However, for years, one of the 
most common was sold under the name ''Brushkill," 
manufactured by Dow Chemicals and its subsidiary 
Union Carbide, and it is "exacdy the same thing" as 
Agent Orange, according to Lautenschlager. 
The extent of Brushkill's .use is thus hard to deter-
mine, however, it (and other similar chemicals) was used 
throughout North America until2,4,5-T was banned in 
the US in 1979, and Canada in 1985. 
In 2001, the New Brunswick Government paid $1 
million to a group of 43 former employees of NB 
Power, which had used Brushkill to clear brush and 
weeds from cutlines used to service powerlines running 
throughout the province. At the time, David Coon, pol-
icy director for the New Brunswick Conservatio~ 
Council, stated that he believed that "there is no safe 
level of dioxin." 
It is clear that there is public, and more importandy 
. political, will to confront government agencies such as 
NB Power of the Canadian military regarding use of 
dioxin-contaminated herbicides. But to date, and with-
out obvious reason, no similar claims have been made 
against private industries, which likely were the biggest 
users of the product. 
Even given this widespread usage, there remains 
some controversy over the potential ill effects on 
humans that the dioxin-contaminated herbicide could 
bring. While for years it was not known whether dioxin 
was present in 2,4,5-T, once it was discovered, accord-
ing to Lautenschlager, it was removed by the manufac-
turer. 
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Pubs and· Bars of tha Tri-Citias 
By Brady Ehler, Coquidam Rep. 
Last week, I wrote about my least favorite bar in the Tri-
cities. While the article was no doubt helpful as personal 
catharsis, I realize now that it may have been small help to 
those of you reading who are looking for a good place to 
drink, party, or just munch on some tasty deep-fried bar 
food. It is in this light that I present to you my personal 
short list of the Pubs and Bars in the Tri-Cities area that 
are worth your time. Hopefully, after reading this list you 
will be able to make a more informed decision on where to 
spend your hard-earned moola, and destroy your liver. 
The Gillnetter Pub 
The Gillnetter Pub, aka the Gilly, is a Port Coquitlam 
bar that is known for its great food and pleasant atmos-
phere. The Gillnetter is a ship/ ocean-themed pub that sits 
on the shore of The Pitt River where it intersects the 
Fraser. They have a patio in the back, which boasts a splen-
did view of the river. Some people actually come to this 
bar by boat, how cool is that? 
The Gillnetter specializes in seafood, which is a nice 
alternative to standard pub fare. The Gillnetter actually 
brings in more money from food sf!Jc:_s than from alcohol 
and as a result, it feels almost morerlik:e a restaurant than a 
pub. The service here is really good, too. This is a great 
place to go for lunch on a sunny day. There is usually a 
line-up for patio seats, but it's worth the wait. 
there is a small dance floor and a live DJ on the weekends. 
The DJ is actually a lot of fun; he does all sorts of con-
tests for really crappy prizes. The point isn't really about 
winning Canucks' T-shirts and Golden Spike hats though; 
the contests usually involve drinking large quantities of 
alcohol extremely quickly. Other points in favor of the 
Spike are an extensive wine list and free pool on Sundays! 
Roo's Pub and Grill 
Roo's Pub ("roo" is· short for kangaroo) is my favorite 
bar in Coquitlam. It being a five-minute walk from my 
house, but it has other virtues as well. The staff is great, all 
the waitresses are really nice, and you never have to wait 
long for your food or drinks. The atmosphere is really 
cool; the bar is Australia-themed, which gives it a unique 
look. 
Perhaps Roo's greatest attributes is its indoor smoking 
room, which is something of a rarity theses days. The 
smoking room is the social epicenter of the bar; there is a 
pool table, chairs lining the walls and a large circular table 
that can seat eight or more people. 
From my experience, people who frequent Roo's are 
friendly and social. This is a great place to go for a chill 
time. There is no dance floor, but there is a DJ on the 
weekend, and get this; he plays good music! I mean, sure 
he plays the odd pop radio song, but last time I went he 
played a diverse set of electronic music, from dance-pop to 
ambient. Generally, I'm not the biggest fan of electronic 
music, but I really enjoyed what this guy was playing. 
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Jake's Crossing 
Apparently this place is haunted! Before Jakes Crossir 
there was a cabaret hotel in the same place and a caretak( 
named Slim lived in the cellar. The cabaret burnt down, 
and was replaced with Jake's, but staff claim that J?e cell~ 
is haunted by the ghost of Slim. 
Jake's is a pretty good party spot in Port Moody. This 
a very big bar; there is a poolroom, a large smoking area, 
huge dance floor, and a patio. Jake's is a good place to 
adjourn to on any day of the week if you're chilling at th 
Spike and it gets too quiet, but is especially swinging on 
Fridays and Saturdays. This is a good place to pick up 
ladies, but be careful; there are sometimes a lot of really 
aggressive dudes and bikers here who like to start fights, 
'if you get wasted, just be careful the girl you're trying to 
pick up isn't the girlfriend of some 250-pound dude who 
covered in tattoos and calls himself "Skull Crusher." 
Boon County 
Ok, this isn't exactly my favorite bar, as I do not live i 
Maple Ridge or Alberta, nor do I own a horse, cow, or 
cowboy hat. However, I imagln.e if you are one of those 
types, or if you just really love country music or line dan1 
ing, you might enjoy this bar a lot. 
There is a big dance floor and they actually get in sor 
really good bar bands, if you are into that type of music. 
The people on the dance floor really seem to know what 
they are doing too. Even if you don't like country music, 
or any of the things associated with it, this is a good bar 
check out for the ambiance; it's like walking into the 193( 
(if you pretend the televisions aren't there, anyway) and a 
the bartenders look like genuine cowboys. If you are a gt 
with long hair or come in with one, you will get some 
weird looks. The patrons there seem pretty chill, but I al~ 
get the feeling some of them strained themselves not to 
call my longhaired friend a "faggot." Then again, maybe 
some of them are only there and dressed like cowboys 
because they have a fetish, after all, it does seem awfully 
weird that so many "cowboys" would congregate near th 
border of New Westminster and Coquitlam. 
The Cat and Fiddle 
Look, I know I bashed this bar a little in my_ last artie 
but when it comes right down to it, if you want to get 
completely fucked up, get lost in an endless sea of peopl 
and gyrate your body to repetitive thumping bass lines al 
night, it is either the Cat and Fiddle or the Soggy Spew. 
Given the choice, I'll take the Fiddle any day. The Fiddle 
similar to The Foggy Dew in a lot of ways, but it's scalec 
The only downside to the Gillnetter is that because of 
its restaurant-like atmosphere, it gets quiet quite early for a 
bar and there are no pool tables. On the bright side, how-
ever, there is Retro Rock Trivia on Wednesdays. This is a 
lot of fun, and there are free prizes, including booze! 
down. The Fiddle isn't quite as over-hyped as the Foggy 
Boston Pizza Dew, it is far easier to get in, and it is generally less crow 
Okay, so this isn't technically a bar per se, but I had to ed than The Dew. People at The Fiddle are also more pe 
The Golden Spike Pub & Bistro put it on the list because Boston Pizza has one fantastic sonable. Conversely, like Jake's, people at the Fiddle som 
The Golden Spike may be the best known bar. in ~ort virtue: it is op~n until midnight on ':eekd~ys and 2~ ?n times get aggressive-including the bouncers. Then agaiJ 
Moody. It is located near St. John's and loco Road. It ts a weekends! BP ts a gre~t place to go ~f yo~ re out ~king it is a popular bar in Port Coquitlam, so what else can yc 
pretty good all around bar, though it has some serioqs on ~ Slqay and aren t ready to call /t _q~ts a\ l~f.· Its also expect? 
flaws; in general, the waitresses are very slow and have bad g9o~ tf g'o to on the weekends afterR6'd~tct0 The ><l. 
work ethic. The food is goo~ but nothing special; it's tqo~ hf.~! is [good and ,available late: lb'M' it..r~ · t pric;y. ,. ~'....._,, " 
rumored thafthe kitchen manager only'has}l,i,s jo !l>ecauSi:\1 ~B~ ~arj tlj.at you don't make too B'i~o ·~ s f y~"'':' " '-' 
, • ., , •~ ~ h I , . ' l.lf''' .._.,. ....,. " -· 
he is the manager's best friend's husband. If you dcr~\d~ ~ .sclf1he, e d make stire you have a <;I~Sf~.. ver,t /;·, / :"-· • ) 
eat here avoid the hamburgers, but try the chicken Wings. ,. i1
1
because the l3P is the biggest police hangout in Coquitlam 
The Spike isn't exactly a big party spot (though it can since Tim Horton's. 
get swinging when someone books a birthday party), but 
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Global News 
CAUTION: FlAMMABLE. CONTENTS UNDER 
PRESSURE. MAY EXPLODE IF HEATED. 
· 'rc"-'rn 
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ATTENTION: INFlAMMABLE. CONTENU SOUS 
PRESSION. CE CONTENANT PEUT EXPLOSER 
S'IL EST CHAUFFE 
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Royals Run Over 'Lomas 
Premier Women 42 - Meralomas 5 
By Dave Pearcey, OP Contributor 
United RFC started well as Kari Horntvedt kicked a three 
pointer only minutes into the match. 
A turnover then resulted in a 70-metre run for a tty by 
outside centre Melissa Klein, converted by Horntvedt. 
Uftited countered the hard driving Lorna pack by con-
tinually spreading the ball wide against the slower opposi-
tion backfield. Two more tries came from the United 
backs, first via April Jones and then a second by Klein. 
Another conversion made it 22-{) at half. 
The Meralomas team scored from a driving maul early 
in the second period, but their momentum was stifled 
with another quick counterattack by Klein as she scored 
from 40-metres out. Horntvedt converted. 
An interception of an errant pass by Stevi Schnoor set 
up a Michelle Monchamp try. United added a rare drop-
goal by Schnoor before Laura Kinnear-Harmse ended the 
try parade on a short run to close out the scoring. 
This was a far better effort than last w-eeks make-up 
game against Burnaby Lake (a 31-5 loss). -
The premier side has a weekend off before resuming 
play on Feb. 18. 
The United men's teams had all their games post-
poned due to poor field conditions in New West and 
Langley. 
Race Tightens 
Royals and Blue deadlocked 
By Brian McLennon, OP Sports Editor 
The Royals basketball teams were on the road this week-
end, braving the weather on the Coquihalla and the must-
win game situations that keep coming as the playoff race 
tightens after every weekend. The women's team was 
defeated 80-70 in the first game against the number 9 
ranked team in the country. They are now locked in a tie 
with Capilano with 14 points, just two points ahead of 
Kwantlen for the final playoff position. With a double 
header against Capilano this weekend, the madness of 
March seems to be building already. 
The Men's team was able to slip away with a nine-
point victory, as they defeated the Lakers by a score of 
81-72. The Men's playoff picture is something of beauty, 
with three teams (Capilano, Douglas and UNBC) locked 
in a three-way tie for the fourth, fifth, and sixth positions 
with 14 points apiece. 
The trip across the bridge this weekend only makes the 
playoff paella tastier, as the Royals will be able to gain 
ground should they be able to come away two wins. For 
more information on the basketball teams, please visit 
their team pages. 
www.douglas.bc.ca/ csrw / athletics.htm 
Geoff "Rudy" Lenahan Photo: Jerald Walliser 
Women's Volleyball Puts on a 
Show at Home 
Ryan Vijandre, OP contributor 
The Royals hosted the number two ranked Okanagan 
Lakers at the New West gym last Saturday night. In a calm 
and relaxed atmosphere, the Royals prepared for the 
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match with a light serving session. The Royals came into 
the match three games behind Okanagan and sitting in 
fourth place. 
The Royals came out roaring in the first game, and 
established an S-2 lead over the Lakers. Middle blocker, 
Lauren Stockstad, started strong with two quick kills and a 
sfuff block, which started the momentum for the Royals-. 
However, a few tight passes causing net violations broke 
the Royals' points streak and resulted in a late run by the 
Lakers, which made the game exciting as they managed to 
came back and tie the score 19-19. But the Royals main-
tained their composure and pulled off the win taking it at 
25-23. 
The Royals were expecting the Lakers to come back 
strong in the second game, but the Royals had something 
else in mind. Again, they started strong with three stuff 
blocks and the Lakers were forced to call their timeout 
early in the game trailing 7-2. After the timeout, the 
Royals never looked back and convincingly took the sec-
ond game with the score of 25-10. 
Leading the match by two games, the Royals still 
increased their level of play knowing that this match was 
far from over. The Lakers started strong, which resulted in 
a timeout by the Royals to calm things down. With consis-
tent serve receive passing and intense defense, the Royals 
found themselves ahead 18-15, which resulted in the 
Lakers calling a timeout to slow the momentum. With win-
ning a few long rallies, the Royals got back their momen-
tum and went on to win the third game 25-18 and ulti-
mately the match 3-{)_ 
Lauren Stockstad had great match with 9 kills and 8 
stuff blocks. Also, rookie setter Jayme Greig played confi-
dent, contributing with 30 assists and 3 aces. Up next for 
the Royals is ;u:chrival Capilano College Blues at the 
Coquitlam campus on Friday and Saturday. 
UPCOMING GAMES 
Friday, February 17 
Basketball @ CBC (Abbotsford, BC) 
Women:6pm, Men:Spm 
Women's Rugby (Prem)@ Bayside 
(TBA) Game Time: lpm 
Women's Rugby (Div.II) Vs. Meralomas 
(New West, BC) Game Time: 2pm 
Volleyball Vs. CBC (New West, BC) 
Women:6pm, Men:7:30pm 
Saturday, February 18 
Badminton - BCCAA Provincial 
Championships (Kamloops, BC) - All Day 
Basketball @ CBC (Abbotsford, BC) 
Women:6pm, Men:Spm 
Volleyball Vs. CBC (New West, BC) 
Women:6pm, Men:7:30pm 
Wresting- NCWA Northwest 
Championships (TBA)- All Day 
OIF .., 
TIQ. :9tr 
SPORTS · 
A SP.eaking tour featuring ... 
John Waller 
· Coordinator of the Pastors for Peace 
Friendshipment Caravan to Cuba 
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Home Sweet Home 
Back to Back win for 
Royals 
By Brian McLennon, OP Sports Editor 
The Douglas College Badminton team hosted 
the second BCCAA league tournament this · 
past weekend at Pinetree CC in Coquitlam. 
After the first tournament, the Royals were off 
to a blazing start and they were primed to 
continue that momentum on their home 
court...and they did. Finishing first overall with 
207 points, the Royals walked away with three 
first-place victories and three second-place 
finishes. 
_Charmagne Yeung 
Photo: Jerald Walliser 
Leading the way for the women was 
Lyndsay Thomson, who captured another 
Women's Singles title as well as the Women's 
Double title with partner Charmagne Yeung. 
Thomson and Yeung defeated teammates, Aki 
Ito and Alice Lee, who won the silver. 
Yeung has proved that she will be a force 
as she took home a gold and a pair of silver 
medals. Yeung won gold in Women's Double, 
silver in Women's Singles and a silver in the 
Mixed Doubles with partner Phil Weier. 
On the Men's side, Jan Veiel had a success-
ful weekend as he won gold with partner Aki 
Ito in Mixed Doubles and a silver with Phil 
Weier in the Men's Doubles.1Weier also played 
very well, and finished with ilvers in both the 
Men's Doubles and the MiXed Doubles. 
The team travels to Malk~pina University 
in Nananimo, BC,,this weekend to compete in 
the final competition before the Provincial 
Championships on February 18, 2006. 
Double Double 
Royals sweep the Athletes 
of the Week 
Brian McLennon, OP Sports Editor 
Jan Veiel and Lyndsay Thomson were the 
BCCAA Athletes of Week. The recogni-
tions were both well deserved, as Veiel and 
Thompson had stellar performances at the 
Douglas College Badminton Tournament 
this past weekend at Pinetree Community 
Centre in Coquitlam. 
, 
Lyndsay Thomson 
Photo: Jerald Waliser 
This is the second time in three weeks that 
the women's top seed, Lyndsay Thomson 
was selected as the Athlete of the Week. 
Thomson, who just returned from the 
Canadian National Championships 
Tournament in Whitehorse, YK where she 
was defeated in the quarter-finals; dominat-
ed in the field as she won Women's Singles 
title for the second times in two tourna-
ments. 
In Women's Singles, Thomson defeated 
teammate Charmagne Yeung in the finals. 
Then, in Women's Doubles, Thomson part-
nered with Yeung to defeat fellow team-
mates f.kiko Ito and Alice Yee 15-12, 
15-11 for their second straight women's 
doubles title. Were there any other teams 
playing in the tournament? Yes, there actu-
ally were, see this week's Home Sweet 
Home article for more tournament news. 
For Jan (Pronounced "Yawn") Veiel, it 
was the first time that he was selected as 
the BCCAA, Athlete of the Week. The 
first-year athlete from Vancouver's St. 
George High School had a very strong per-
formance as he managed to upset third 
seed, Adrian Liu of Langara, to advance to 
the semi-finals. In the semi finals, Veiel was 
defeated by a score of 15-5, 15-4 by Kiran 
Bogavelli, who eventually won the Men's 
Single Tournament. 
In the Doubles competition, Veiel part-
nered with Phil Weier and finished in sec-
ond place, but in the Mixed Doubles tour-
nament, Veiel was final able to taste gold as 
he and his partner Akiko Ito defeated fol-
low teammates Charmagne Yeung and Phil 
Weier by scores of 15-10, 15-11. 
Classifiads 
Submit Classifeds to classifieds at othereditor@yahoo.ca 
Students advertise for free! 
For free student classifieds up 
·For Sala 
to 30 words, email: 
othereditor@yahoo.ca with your 
name, student number, and 
desired secti0n, and put "classi-
fied" in the subject line. 
Fast Cash Ads: 3 lines, 3 times 
for $20 (30 words max). Open 
rate of $5 per line. Enquiries: 
call our advertising manager at 
604.525.3542. 
P ictures 
Classified pictures are $10 each 
printing. The picture size is 
3.5cm x 2.5cm, black and white. 
When placing an ad please 
remember ... 
All ads must be received by 
Thursday to be published in the 
following Wednesday's paper. 
Check your ad for errors and 
please call or email our offices 
to report any corrections. To 
ensure the integrity of our stu-
dent newspaper, we reserve the 
right to revise, reclassify, edit, or 
refuse your ad. 
Last Call 
Amanda Ailanan, OP Columnist 
Two 128MB Memory Modules 
184PIN DDR PC2100 DIMM 
With original packages. 
A Steal at $45! E-Mail me at 
email@scottelliott.com. 
1980 Honda CB650 
parts, $5 and up. Email 
redcoat1812@hotmail.com. 
Complete P4 system with 256MB 
DDR400, 80GB HDD, 16x DVD±RW & 
K/M/S for only $399. FREE exchange 
K/M/S for 512MB RAM. Everything 
BRAND NEW Contact Andre at acepc-
canada@gmail.com if interested. 
Herbal products to improve your health. 
Choose an alternative to conventional 
medicine. Safe and easy to use. Contact 
Alex at natural_cures@hotmail.com or 
604.589.8728 
God rurse all you rotten crude people with your 
machetes, clubs, and guns whi have no other 
way to express yourselves other than battering 
some poor soul 
Hello, everyone. I trust you've all recovered from 
Valentine's Day by noW. What's that? Some of 
you haven't? Let me guess-you're bitter? You've 
been burned? You're looking for revenge? Well, you've come to the right place. 
Sarvicas 
Tutor/ Proofreader (Ph.D) $25/hour for 
essays, thesis, etc. 604.837.1016 
or editor888@hotmail.com. 
Professional tutor, writing coach, and edi-
tor can help with English 130, 106, 112, 
and 109; also Business Communications, 
reports, letters, and resumes. Quality guar-
anteed. The Writer's Touch, www.writer-
stouch.net 604.437.6069. 
Vancouver Support group for stutterers. 
Every alternate Friday, 7-9pm. Room 4310, 
New West campus. For more info, contact 
Mary Rose Labandelo: 604.526.1735 
Wantad 
OPTions for Sexual Health (formerly 
Planned Parenthood) is looking for volun-
teers to assist on the Facts of Life Line; a 
toll-free, confidential, sexual health infor-
mation and referral resource line. Call 
604.731.4552 ext. 224, or visit 
www.optionsforsexualhealth.com. 
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AVID HALO 2 PLAYER Need to have 
Halo2 game and XBOX Live. Please contact 
by email. Jamie Campbell. Jamie 
Campbell12345@hotmail.com 
WATER POLO Players Wanted 
Students interested in participating 
in Intramural/Varsity Douglas Water Polo 
call: (604)m-6029(ext.# 3) or 
email:sessionpolo@yahoo.ca 
for more information. 
Teach English 
Overseas 
~·«-··./ . ··~ r . --. _. 
• Intensive 60-Ho ur Program 
• Classroom Management Techn iques 
• Detailed Lesso n Planning 
e Com prehensive Teac hing M ate r ials 
a Internationally Recognized Certificat e 
• Teacher Placement Service 
• Job Guarantee Included 
• Thousand s .of Satisfied Students 
OXFORD 
SEMINARS 
780-428·8700 /1 -800· 779-1779 
www.oxfordseminars.com 
American guys with frightful spelling skills, bearing frightful self-portraits rendered in 
faded pencil on crumpled looseleaf. 
Recently, I was reminded of an unfortunate experience from my past involving 
unwanted correspondence from multitudes of inmates. Now, while that anecdote may 
seem like a complete non sequitur, trust me, it's related. 
Every day seemed to bring increasing amounts of increasingly disturbing mail, not to 
mention increasingly nervous looks from our postal carrier. Some of the letters included 
really bad poetry. Some of them included really bad photographs. And a large portion of 
them included references to how the writer had "found the Lord." Apparently, lots of 
convicted felons find the Lord in jail, probably because there's less room for the Big Guy 
to hide in those little cells. You see, it struck me that if I ever need to seek revenge (in a cowardly and passive-
aggressive manner, of course), I would totally forward the mailing address of my revenge 
target to every prisoner pen-pal site on the Internet. In my case, my information was not 
provided by a thwarted lover or betrayed friend, but it was provided by my worst enemy-
myself. 
It was back in the early days of my Internet experience. I was living in my parents' 
home and suddenly presented with a lot of free time a,nd free Internet access. So, natural-
ly, I figured it was the perfect opportunity to hook up with convicted rapists. 
Just kidding. Actually, in my naivete, I signed up for a bunch of pen-pal sites (listing 
my complete home mailing address as well as email address) in the hopes of meeting 
interesting, like-minded young people from all over the world. Ideally, a cute, single, well-
read, Gabriel-Byrne type with impeccable taste in music, who would fall madly in love 
with me and whisk me away to spend the rest of our days together in his pub/chocolate 
shoppe on the coast of Ireland. 
But no Irish lads ever came a'knockin. Just lots and lots of creepy, incarcerated 
The whole situation was very embarrassing. I tried to remove my name from whatever 
mailing lists I had signed up for, but it was useless. My siblings found it very amusing, and 
my mother was mortified that the neighbours would find out and think I was a member of 
that particularly crazy strain of white trash that would happily let their young daughter. 
swap love notes with not only strangers, but convicted stangers. 
Fortunately, for me, I moved to Vancouver and didn't have to face the constant stream 
of crazy mementos anymore. The rest of my family moved less than a year later. For all I 
know, however, the current residents of 15 French Crescent in Regina, Saskatchewan con-
tinue to receive a daily deluge of sweet nothings from the dashing inhabitants of Cell 
Block D. 
So there you have it. The next time you need to get back at someone, don't say it with 
eggs, toilet. paper, or burning bags of dog pooh-say it with an endless barrage of 
communique from convicts. 
Douglas Students' Union r.ide Collective 
Canadian Federation of Stu ents - Local 18 
Phone: 604.527.5474 Email: yirani@portal.douglas.bc.ca 
